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TYPES OF ARTICLES
1. ORIGINALS
Manuscripts describing original research must be submitted in English or Spanish, using the Calibri 12 pt font, 1.5 spacing, and justified text, and should not exceed
2,500 words excluding references (including text, tables, and figure legends). Up to
3 figures and 3 tables may be included, as well as a maximum of 35 references. The title
must not exceed 130 characters (excluding spaces), and the abstract must not exceed
250 words. Acceptance of original manuscripts will be based upon the originality and
relevance of the investigation. Originals will be assessed by the editors and will be
peer-reviewed, as well as reviewed by the section’s Associate Editor. Authors shall be
responsible for the quality of language and style, and must avoid submitting manuscripts written in poor English and/or Spanish. In case of articles submitted in Spanish,
the authors should submit an English version within one month after acceptance. The
publisher reserves the right to reject poorly written manuscripts even if their scientific
content is qualitatively suitable for publication. Manuscripts will be submitted with the
understanding that they are original contributions and do not contain data that were
previously published elsewhere, whether in full or in part, or are under consideration
by another journal. Meeting abstracts do not constitute prior publications.
Randomized clinical trials must follow the CONSORT guidelines (www.consort-statement.org) and be registered as clinical trials (www.clinicaltrial.gov or WHO´s International Clinical Trial Registry Platform). For cohort, case-control, and cross-sectional studies
the STROBE guidelines should be followed (www.strobe-statement.org). The STARD
guidelines (www.stard-statement.org) are recommended for diagnostic accuracy studies. In general, the EQUATOR network compiles guidelines for the presentation of scientific reports. It is recommended to attach with the manuscript, the checklist provided
by this platform according to the type of study:
• Clinical trials: CONSORT
• Observational studies: STROBE

• Systematic review: PRISMA
• Clinical reports: CARE
• Qualitative research: SRQR
• Diagnostic/prognostic studies: STARD
• Quality improvement studies: SQUIRE
• Economic evaluations: CHEERS
• Protocols: SPIRIT
• Clinical practice guidelines: AGREE.
Sections should be included in the following order: title page, abstract, introduction, material and methods (or patients and methods), results, discussion, references,
acknowledgment of any intervening grant or financial support, references, tables, figure
legends, and figures. All pages must be numbered on the upper right corner, starting
with the title page.
All original articles must meet the relevant recommendations for their referenced
study type, as specified at www.reed.es (authors, publication norms). Any checklists relevant to the type of manuscript involved must be submitted. These must be in editable
format, and their inclusion in a separate file is not required.
Title or Cover page
This section must include: full title, running title (fewer than 50 characters) for headers, author name(s), keywords, abbreviations list, and disclosures.
Title. The title should not exceed 130 characters, not including spaces between
words, and must reflect the manuscript’s main subject. It must include all the information
necessary to render an electronic search as sensitive and specific as possible. Use of
acronyms and abbreviations should be avoided. Any animal species used during the
research must be specified in the title. The inclusion of sentences such as “A propos
of a case,” “Literature review,” or “Experience in our institution” is advised against.
Systematic reviews and/or meta-analyses must be specified as such in the paper’s
title.
Author names. This page must contain: the full name of all authors and co-authors,
and the names of the departments/services and institutions where the work was done;
in a multi-authored work involving more than a single institution, individual affiliations
must be indicated by means of a superscript Arabic number.
It is also necessary to provide the authors’ e-mail addresses, which will be used to
verify the assignment of rights to the journal. Where appropriate, the 16-digit ORCID
code should also be included.
The contribution of each author or co-author to the conception and/or development
of the background research, and/or to the writing of the manuscript (project management, formal analysis, conceptualization, data preservation, draft and definitive writing, revision, edition, research, methodology, funding, resources, software, supervision,
validation, and visualization) must be accurately specified, particularly so in the review
and approval of the final version (CRediT (Contributor Roles Taxonomy) by the Consortia for Advancing Standards in Research Administration Information (CASRAI): https://
casrai.org/credit/).
Contact information. The full name, telephone number, e-mail address, and physical address of the author to whom correspondence and galley proofs should be sent
must be included.
Keywords. A list of keywords must be included in the same page. Keywords (three to
eight in total) complement the title and help in paper content identification. Terms must
match those in the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) list at MedLine database or their
Spanish translation (DeCS (Descriptores en Ciencias de la Salud), available at https://
decs.bvsalud.org/E/homepagee.htm). Acronyms and abbreviations must not be used.
Generic terms should use qualifiers to pin down the subject or viewpoint discussed
in the text (e.g., an article on duodenal ulcer may deal with its diagnosis, treatment,
etiology, prevention, etc.).
Abbreviations list. Abbreviations must be listed in the order of mention in the main
text. Abbreviations must follow the full terms they stand for except for commonly used
measurement units. Units should preferentially be those of the International System of
Units (Système international d’unités, SI). Measurement units will only be abbreviated when associated with numerical values. Chemical, physical, biological, and clinical
units must be always strictly defined. Abbreviations used in tables or figures should
be defined in their legends.
Abstract
Abstracts should be written as continuous text organized in the following sections:
background and aim of the study, methods, major results, and conclusions. Only conclusions directly supported by the available data should be recorded. Abbreviations,
footnotes, and references should not be used in the abstract. Abstracts should not
exceed 250 words.

Introduction
The introduction should provide a minimum of general information to orient the
general reader. The objectives and inferential hypotheses must be herein stated.
Methods
These will be described in detail to facilitate assessment and reproducibility by
other researchers. For methods that are used without significant modification citing the
original source will suffice. The ethical standards met by the researchers for studies in
animals and humans must be briefly described. Studies in human subjects must have
the express approval of the local Ethics Committee for clinical research, which must
be clearly stated.
This means that all patients included in the study gave their informed consent, and
the study protocol conforms to the ethical principles contained in the 1975 Declaration
of Helsinki (2013 revision). Articles referring to randomized, controlled clinical trials
should adhere to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines
(www.consort-statement.org). Patients must be identified by numbers, not initials. Particularly in figures, names, initials, and hospital numbers must not be included. When
experiments carried out in animals are described, assurance must be provided that all
animals received humane care according to the guidelines issued by an international
research council or institution, or a national law on laboratory animal care and use. The
names and locations (city, state, country) of manufacturers should be included when
mentioning drugs, accouterments, devices, prostheses, designs, software programs, etc.
The statistical methods used must also be described. Studies must include experiments
and/or control groups; otherwise, any actions implemented for bias avoidance must be
explained, as well as their potential effects on study conclusions. Statistical terms, abbreviations, and most symbols should be defined. Any software used should be stated.
Results
These must be concise and clear, follow a logical sequence, and have the minimum
necessary number of tables and figures. All tables and figures must be mentioned in the
text. Findings should be presented with appropriate error or uncertainty measurement
indicators (e.g., confidence intervals). When numerical results are reported, not only
derived forms (percentages) should be given but also the absolute values on which the
calculations were made.
Discussion
Except in review articles, an exhaustive, comprehensive list of literature references
is unnecessary. Own findings should be related to those of previous investigations, and
any differences between the results obtained by the authors and those of other researchers should be noted. The discussion should not include new results. The implications
of the findings, including potential explanations and impacts for clinicians, should be
discussed while minimizing reiteration of results, avoiding repetition of introduction
contents, and keeping a close focus on the article’s specific topic. Care should be taken
to avoid emphatic statements as well as conclusions not supported by data.
Likewise, the authors should discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the study, the
questions that remain unanswered, and the potential for future research.
Key point table
A table should be provided indicating what was previously known about the topic of
the study, what the study contributes and how the results will influence clinical practice.
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Figures must not repeat data already included in the text. Object photographs and
microphotographs should include a ruler to allow measure calibration. Symbols and
arrows included to guide interpretation must contrast the background. Patient names
and other patient-identifying data such as hospital or practitioner names should not be
included. Black and white microphotographs are better than color microphotographs
for reproduction. Color illustrations will be included only when they represent an outstanding contribution to paper comprehension. As a general rule, the maximum number
of tables and figures should not exceed a total of 6.
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section’s Associate Editors. They may be found under “Reviews” within the online tool.
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is referenced, this should be cited with its reference in the text (if in press, specify as
such). In case it is a reply, the alluded authors will be given the opportunity of providing

Special articles are on a variety of topics and may include practice guidelines,
in-depth scientific reviews, meeting reports, consensus documents, points of view and
commentaries on social policy. The maximum number of authors will be 8 and where
necessary more authors may be reported as a supplement at the end of the article.
The length of each article should not exceed 3,500 words, with a maximum of
100 references. A title page including keywords must be attached.
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Authors belonging to a research team: When a manuscript is jointly signed by a large
research group (e.g., > 20 authors), the corresponding author must be identified in representation of the whole group. If the number of undersigned authors is greater than 12, the
first six will be identified in their due order, and the remaining authors will be cited together
with their affiliation in the acknowledgements section at the end of the article. Whenever
a manuscript is jointly signed by a working group, a panel of experts, a committee, etc.,
the name of the working group will appear in the heading, and the list of authors and their
affiliations will be given in the acknowledgements section at the end of the manuscript.
In this way, PubMed will collect all the authors in the working group.
Definition of responsibilities shared by two authors: When the undersigned authors
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EDITORIAL PROCESS
Once a manuscript has been correctly submitted, its reception will be acknowledged
in an email addressed to the corresponding author. Authors must use the original’s
number should communication with the publisher be required outside the online tool.
Authors must bear in mind that all originals fully compliant with submission requirements will be blindly evaluated by at least two experts in REED’s Editorial Board. The
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REED’s specific requirements.
The evaluation will be performed according to specific guidelines, and will remain
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any of the sections of the manuscript. After the review, the corresponding author will

be notified of the decision to accept or reject the manuscript for publication in a letter.
This letter will be accompanied in most cases by comments of the reviewers, and will
be emailed via the Journal’s online platform.
Authors will be invited to submit a revised version of their manuscript for further
review if so advised by the reviewers, the Associate Editor or the Editor-in-Chief. In no
case will this invitation imply that the revised version will be accepted for publication.
All submitted revised versions must comply with the established format (font, Calibri;
size, 12 pt; spacing, 1.5; justified). In general, revised manuscripts must be received
within one month of the date of the first decision. If no response is received from the
authors regarding the requested changes after 3 months, REED will automatically mark
the manuscript as “rejected by author.”
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To facilitate the work of the Editorial Board, the authors must upload a separate letter
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